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INJURIOUS INSECTS.

THE

SCREW WORM.

{Compsornayia macellaria.)

.

INTRODUCTION.

The screw worm has been known in South America for a
is there much dreaded because of its attacks

long time, and

It was first observed in Texas in 1834, and has
been present in that state almost constantly since that time.
Dr. Williston, of Kansas, our authority on Diptera (flies), says
the screw worm is found during the summer quite generally
distributed in small numbers throughout the United States.
Its first appearance in this state was probably in 1834, the
same year it appeared in Texas. For several years it caused
considerable trouble, and was known as the "bung borer" because of its habit of making small holes through the skin of
Since 1834 it has not been known in
the animals attacked.
this state in large numbers until early in June, 1890, when it appeared in the extreme southwestern portion of the state (Wilkinson county). From there its spread northward was very rapid,
until, near the end of the season, it was reported in large numbers throughout the southern and central portions of the state,
and occasionally from as far north as Tennessee.
A visit was made to several of the intested regions and the
facts stated in this article are the results of careful examinations
conducted in reference to the life history of the fly, ani experiments to ascertain the efi'ect produced by diff'erent remedies.

upon man.

The

fly

has caused great damage during the past season, partappearance in such large numbers and partly

ly because ot its

4
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because the

few animals attacked were lost through nonit first appeared in a locality it caused much
alarm to the stock raisers because several animals were lost

treatment.

first

When

before the cause of the trouble was learned.

DESCRIPTION.

The

fly, of

which

the screw-worm
the larva,
at Fig. 4.

a

is

shown

is

It is of

bright metallic

green

color

somewhat

and
larger

than the common
house fly.
The
di stin gui shing

char acteristic
that

THE SCREW-WORM.
P^S'

1.

nal

back

ogg;

2,

larva;

markings

3,

puparium;4,

upon

fly,

the

it

has

enlarged (original), distinct

thorax,

or

that

is

three

lODgitudi,

portion

just

thorax
upon the
will readily enable one to tell the screw-worm fly from the common green fly, which is also sometimes seen about the wounds produced by the larvse. Attracted by the odor of dead or decaying
matter they congregate in great numbers and at once begin laying
of

the

head.

These

lines

A flow of fresh blood will produce odor enough to attract the
and they are also seen about dead animals which have been
left in the field.
Here they are attracted by the odor of the dead
flesh and are- often seen in considerable numbers upon the grass
in the immediate vicinity.
They are sometimes found upon
^resh or nearly fresh hides where the eggs are often deposited.
The flies are often quite active at night and many
cases have been noted where the newly hatched larvse were first
seen early in the morning when no eggs or larvse were upon
eggs.

flies,

wound the preceding evening.
The eggs are laid in large masses where there is even a
slight wound caused by barbed wire or other bruise, and often
The magnified egg is
in the natural openings of the animals.
shown at Fig. 1. It is quite small, being about one-twentieth
the

of an inch in length.

It is of a yellowish- white color,

and the
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eggs are laid in masses which can be readily seen with the
naked eye. Under the microscope the eggs show a prominent
ridge upon one side.
Of the number of eggs laid by each female fly, we can
make only a rough estimate.
Other flies of the same family
have been known to contain 20,000 eggs within the female ovi-

The length

duct.
is

of time required for the hatching of the eggs

about nine hours.

rous

— that

is,

Many

the v/orms

ever, is an error caused

screw- worm

The

direct

by other

from the

flies

fly is

ovovivipa-

fly.

This, how-

being mistaken for the

fly.

larva3 or

maggot

is

The maggots when

Fig. 2.

observers say the

come

the screw- worm,
first

and is shown at
hatched are very minute but

grow rapidly and reach maturity in five or six days. They are
then nearly three-fourths of an inch in length.
The term
"screw-worm" is applied to this insect owing to the larvje having several rows of sharp, short bristles at each segment of the
body which are of a black color and point ventrad or toward
The head is armed with two
the posterior end ot the body.
black curved hooks. Armed with these hooks and bristles, the

worms

are

able

to dig

into the flesh with considerable

rapid-

and it is quite interesting to watch their movements. They
produce a large excavation in the flesh of the animal afi'ected and
one excavation may contain many hundreds of the maggots. At
intervals of every half hour or more all the maggots seem to
let go and come to the surface of the wound.
They soon disappear again into the wound and take a fresh hold deeper in
the flesh.
A mass of blood and foreign matter comes from the
wound after the maggots have resumed their work, which attra^'ts flies to the wound and fresh eggs are laid.
When mature the maggf>ts fall to the ground, and burrowing just below its surface, soon assume the puparium state shown
at Fig. 3.
The puparium is of a dark red color and about onethird of an inch long, and the segments or rings are plainly visible. During this stage of the insect's life the maggot changes
from the worm to the fly. The length of time required for this
change is about eight days, after which the flies appear and, after
ity,

mating, the females soon

The

commence

eggs of the screw-worm are

laying eggs.
often laid

upon dead

ani-
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mals, which

one of the important facts proved during the
it has been a disputed point as
to whether this were true, but an examination of the carcasses
of many animals which had died from various causes revealed
great numbers of young screw-worm maggots, and in several
cases the flies were observed laying eggs.
Many of the maggots found were those of the blow fly {Musca voritoria) and
of the common flesh fly (Sarcophaga carnaria), but in each
past season.

case

is

For many years

examined many maggots of the screw-worm fly also were
Prof. Morgan of the Louisiana Experiment Station

found.

made many

careful

observations

in regard to

past season which fully confirm the statements

this during the

made above.

This fact, that the worms are propagated upon dead as well
upon living animals, explains their rapid increase in localities whore carcasses are allowed to remain unburied.
If they
propagated on living animals alone, we might hope to exterminate them by the careful treatment of the animals afiected.
It
is the common practice to leave dead animals in the field to be
devoured by buzzards or dogs, and the length of time before the
flesh is entirely eaten ofi" varies from a day to two weeks. Even
The bones and head
then the carcass is not fully devoured.
being left, and between the former and within the latter, the
maggots thrive. Even granted the carcass was fully eaten,
frequently the screw-worms would have time to reach maturity
and go into the ground before their food supply was exhausted.
Knowing this, the best manner of checking the number of
worms becomes evident. If dead animals were immediately
burned or buried the increase of the worms would be greatly
as

checked. Burning is the better method, as the screw-worms
reach maturity and the flies come to the surface if buried less
than two feet deep, and the carcass will probably be exposed on
the surface by dogs unless buried even deeper. There must be
a change in the

manner

of disposing of dftad animals if

we wish

be rid of the screw-worms.
The eggs are also sometimes laid in moist and decaying
vegetable matter. This fact has been known for a long time,
and the observations of last year in this regard fully confirm the
statement. Thus it is readily seen that care must be taken in
to

disposing of waste vegetable matter in localities where the
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Bcrew-worm
in this

out

by

having

is

state

the

been

increase of the

abundant.
1834

since

cold
a
flies

mild

of
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This insect has not been common
it
is
supposed to be killed

and

winter.

one,

during the

we

The

may

present
look

coming season.

winter
a

large

Most

of the

for

have probably been killed in the central portion of the
state, but in the southern portions some few flies will probably
survive the winter.
In Louisiana many cases were met with
in mid-winter, and one case was reported from Hinds county
late in December.
This being the case, the flies will have an
early start this season, and unless all cases are treated they
will increase much more rapidly than last year.
Many of the
largest stock raisers of the state say that if the screw-worm is
as i^revalent this year as last, stock raising, as far as they are
concerned, will be at an end. Not because the cases cannot be
treated, but because it takes such constant care and attention
that the stock cannot be raised with profit.
ANIMALS ATTACKED.
Man. The screw-worm becomes an alarming danger when
we consider its attack upon man.
In South America, as already stated, it causes much sufi'ering. It is to be remembered
that this fly is often active at night as well as in the day, hence
one can readily see the necessity of mosquito bars being used
even when the mosquitoes are not numerous.
Several well
authenticiited cases were reported of its attack upon man during
flies

—

the past season, the eggs generally being laid in the nostrils

and often causing the death of the person attacked.
Cattle. Next to man its attack upon cattle is of the most
importance. Cattle are attacked more than any other animals,
and in localities where the screw-worm is abundant, should
be examined every day. The eggs are deposited wherever a
wound is made by a hook from another animal, injury by a
barbed wire, or other cause.
Many cases are met with where
ticks {Ixodes bovis) have been abundant.
When a tick la
crushed, leaving a drop of blood on the skin, the fly may
deposit a mass of eggs, and within a few days the larva? hatching from the eggs will cause a bad wound.
The favorite place
of attack when ticks have been present is just behind the udder,
and in over half the cases noticed last season this was the seat of

—
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One

attack.

ed and eaten

case was observed where the
ofi.

Cows

in

which there

tail
is

had been

a

attack-

retention of the

be attacked about the vulva, and
the screw-

afterbirth are quite apt to

when cattle are tagged during the season in which
worm is prevalent, they are liable to attack on the

ear

where

the tag has been placed.

Horses and Mules are quite
attack

is

made

often attacked.

at the sheath, flank or

legs

— in

fact,

Here the
anywhere

the skin has been injured.

Sheep are attacked when injured by dogs, or, when the
sheep are in poor condition the eggs are laid upon the wool,
and when the larvae hatch they immediately bore into the skin.
In many cases the sheep are attacked within the nasal cavities
and the worms eat into the head.
Hogs are quite often attacked when injured by barbed
A favorite seat of attack in hogs is upon
wire or other cause.
the ear.

Dogs are comparatively free from attack, but several cases
have been noticed.
SYMPTOMS OF ATTACK.
In general, the first thing noticed when an animal is attacked will be a flow of blood from the wound made by the
maggots. The blood will serve to attract more flies and fresh
Thus additional maggots are soon hatched
eggs will be laid.
and the wound becomes larger. When a large wound hi s been
made the edges will be composed largely of dead flesh, which
not only attracts more screw-worm flies, but many other flies
When sheep are attacked and become emaciated
as well.
blow flies will lay their eggs upon the wool and the animals
In such a case the best
soon become a mass of maggots.
The animals,
treatment will be to burn the carcass at once.
when attacked, soon begin to lose flesh, become emaciated,
-

and, unless treated,

die of blood

poisoning in the course of a

few days.

TREATMENT.
cattle occur where ticks have
been crushed. The great trouble is that the cattle are not kept
The old manner of killing the ticks by
free from these pests.
the application of kerosene, chloroform, sulphur or tobacco,

Nearly one-half the cases in
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requires

when

more time than the average stock

9
raiser can give,

and

way it is but a short time
The method of combating

the ticks are destroyed in this

before they are again abundant.

the ticks practiced by this Station

is by feeding sulphur with
covered trough is made in one corner of the pasture and in this is kept a quantity of sulphur and salt, about
When the supply is nearly exhausted the
half and half.

the

A

salt.

and thus the

it whenever they
rheumatism during wet
weather but no such results have ever been noticed, and when
thus given the sulphur will keep the cattle free from ticks.
In order to prevent injury from screw-worms in localities
in which they are prevalent, all animals should be looked over
every day to see if they are in anyway bruised. If a wound or

trough

may

is refilled

wish.

Some claim

cattle

can get

this will cause

found the part should be painted over with pine tar

bruise

is

which

will also assist the healing

process.

If the

wound

is

a

should be again painted over the following day or
large one
This will form an artificial scab over
as soon as the tar is dry.
the wound, and as long as the smell of the tar lasts, the eggs
it

will not be deposited.

can be bound over
cloth

and bind

it

If the

much

wound

is

located where a cloth

Put tar upon the
oyer the wound, and Keep the cloth in this
it,

condition until the

so

the better.

wound has healed

over.

Fish

oil

and

may

be used to smear over the wound to prevent the
eggs from being laid.
Castor oil is a good preventive, especial-

grease

wound on which the tar cannot be used.
The great number of cJiff'erent remedies which have become popular in different localities show that success with any
remedy does not depend upon the remedy alone, but by the
care in its application.
In the application of any remedy we

ly for a fresh

should look (1) to the destruction of the maggots, and (2) the
the application may have upon the wound.
Some substances may act as irritants and thus only cause the wound to
become larger. Some of the agents used contain mercury, and
in the application of these care should be taken that the wound
is not within reach of the animal's tongue, for if the mercury is
taken into the system it is apt to cause death by mercurialism.
Beiore the application of any remedy the wound should be
washed out to get rid of all foreign matter and blood which
eff'ect

10
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may have

accumulated, in order that the remedy used

may

act

more quickly and thoroughly.
In the application of the remedies it will sometimes be
found best to throw the animal in order that the substance
used may be poured into the wound and thus act more thorough-

Sometimes the remedy can be applied to the wound in
by means of a syringe. After the application
the wound should be washed out to prevent any irritating effects, and then coated with tar to prevent the laying of fresh
eggs.
The more important methods of treatment are giv«n

ly.

the early stage

below:

Cresylic Ointment

a preparation which

is used in Texhas the desired effect upon the maggots and contains enough carbolic acid to prevent fresh eggs
from being deposited.
Coal Oil acts as an irritant when applied to the surface of

as with

much

success.

is

It

a fresh wound.
It causes the maggots to let go, and when
used the wound should be washed out at once to destroy the
irritant efiects of the oil.

Spirits of Turpentine has about the same action as the
above and when used it will assist the wound in healing.
Ether stupefies the maggots and will cause them to let go.
The wound should be washed out after its application.
Chloroform is one of the best remedies for the screw-worm.
If the chloroform remains in the wound but a short time it
will only stupify the maggots and not kill them.
It will
cause them to let go however and they may be washed out afterwards.
But if the chloroform remains in the wound some
time (say five minutes) it will kill the maggots. If chloroform is used the animal should be thrown in order that it
may remain in the wound for some time. If it is applied with
a syringe the maggots should be taken from the wound by a
pair of forceps, the wound washed out, and tar or castor oil
applied.

Corrosive Sublimate is a very powerful agent and should be
used with care. In a diluted state it is an excellent remedy
as it also has a healing effect upon the wound.
It should be
diluted to about sixty grains to the pint of water.
Carbolic Acid is of two kinds, the crystalized and the crude,
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much purer than the latter. If the crystalized
used it should be diluted with water. The crude acid
makes a very excellent remedy in case of large wounds or old
cases.
When applied it will kill the maggots and have a
the former being

acid

is

healing effect upon the
ing matter to slough

Calomel

is

wound by causing

the dead and decay-

off.

much used and with success by working thorough-

wound.

used alone in large quantities it will
will prevent it from healing.
If within reach of the animal's tongue it is apt to be licked off
and cause mercurialism. It is an excellent agent to dust over
the wound after it has been treated with chloroform.
ly into the

over stimulate the

Pyrethrum
*

is

If

wound which

highly recommended by Dr. Riley,

'useful in destroying the

them

worms and

particularly

in

it

being

causing

to leave the affected parts.'*

CONCLUSION.

To sum up the principal items in regard to the screw-worm
we have,
The screw-worm is hatched from eggs laid by a fly re1.
sembling the house fly, but distinguisned from it by being of a
metallic green color, and having three longitudinal dark markings

upon the thorax.

The eggs may be laid upon any animals where vftr there
an abrasion of the skin, or in the natural openings.
The young worms eat into the animal tissue, more eggs
3.
2.

is

are deposited and the

Upon

4.

wound becomes

larger.

reaching maturity the screw- worms drop to the

ground, assume the puparium state and, after a tew days, come
forth as flies.
5.

All animals should be carefully examined every day in

localities
6.

where the screw-worm

If the animals attacked

loose flesh,

is

abundant.

are left untreated,

become emaciated, and

they soon

die of blood poisoning in a

few days.
7.

As the eggs

vegetable matter,
ter

all

upon dead flesh and decaying
dead animals and decaying vegetable mat-

are also laid

should be burned or buried.
8.

The screw-worm

is

killed

by a cold winter, but the
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past winter having been a mild one,

of the

flies this

9.

we expect

a large increase

season.

Cases of the screw-worm can be very easily treated,

but require constant attention.
10.

The

best

remedy

condition of the wound.

to

be used will depend upon the
is given to chloroform in

Preference

a fresh case and crude carbolic acid in ol-der cases.

—
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BEAN WEEm.

PEA WEEVIL.
(Bjuchus

13

(Bruchus

pisi.)

obsoletus.)

These two weevils resemble each other very much, both in
appearance and habits. The pea weevil is shown at a in Fig. 5.
It is of a dark brown color and about
one-fourth of an inch long.
in

Weevil.
a, mature weevil; b, pea from
which weevil has escaped— en-

the engraving,

it

As shown

bears upon the

wings several white spots, with a large
prominent white spot upon the thorax,
or that portion just back of the head.
The wings do not cover the posterior
portion of the body, and upon this exposed portion is a prominent T-shaped
white spot. These white spots are due
f/^
^

the coloration of

the

fine

hairs

larged (original).

which cover the body.
The bean weevil is somewhat;
larger than the pea weevil, and is
shown at c in Fig. 6. It is of a dark
color, the posterior exposed portion
being of a reddish tinge.

The

eggs of these weevils are laid

upon the newly formed pods of the
peas and beans.
In a few days the
larva hatch and eat
through the
young pods and into the peas or bean. Fig. 6 Bean Weevil.
c, mature weevil; d, bean from
Here they feed until, within a few which
weevil has escaped— en(original),
^^^^^^
weeks, they have reached maturity
and have eaten nearly the entire inside of the peas or beans,
leaving only a thin shell.

The

radicle or

sprouting portion

is

sometimes eaten, thus destroying the germinating power of the
Weevil-eaten seeds make a poorer stand of vines than
seeds.
others, although about five-sixths of the seeds germinate.
By the time the peas or beans are full grown the larva
have pupated within them, and in a short time change to bee-
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ties.

Some come

forth in the

secreted within the peas
for

another brood are

fall,

but the majority remain

or beans until

spring

when

the eggs

laid.

PREVENTIVES.

These

insects

planting.

They

are

generally

are very

easily

first

noticed at the

time of

destroyed by heating the

seeds to 145 degrees Fahr., or by treating with a little bisulphide of carbon. When treated by heaing, the seed maybe
placed in bags and dipped into warm water for some time, or
placed above a lamp or stove. The heating, unless too severe,
will not harm the germinating power of the peed, and will kill
the weevils.

The method

of treatment

by means

of bisulphide

of car-

bon is to place the peas or beans in a tight box or bin, and by
means of a gaspipe or other tube pour a little bisulphide of
carbon through it so as to reach the bottom or centre of the bin.
Then remove the pipe or tube and cover the bin or box as
The fumes of the bisulphide will penetrate
tightly as possible.
all parts of the bin and kill any weevils which may be within.
Very little bisulphide is needed— an ounce will treat several
bushels.
Care should be taKen in its use, as it is an explosive
substance when mixed with air, but if kept away from heat or
fire and not exposed too much to air, no danger need be apprehended. All smoking or lighting of matches should be done
away with when using this substance.
Some farmers keep their seed peas and beans for two
If kept in tight bags or boxes from which the weevils
years.
cannot escape, this is a good method as the weevils will reach
maturity, come forth and die during the first year.
The germinating power of the seed is not destroyed when kept in this
way, and at planting the seeds will be free from living weevils.

15
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THE STRIPED CUCUMBER BEETLE.
(Diabrotica

This insect makes

vittata.)

appearance as soon as the cucumber
surface, and eats both leaves and
stem throughout the entire summer. There are several broods
during the season, and the beetles are to be found upon the
squash, cucumber, melon, and other vines
belonging to the family Cucurbitacce,
its

plants are well above the

The beetle, which is about one-fifth of
an inch in length, is shown at Fig. 7. It
is of a light green color with a black stripe
near the center of each of the wing cases,
which are also bordered on the inner edge
with black, giving the beetle the appearance of having three black stripes* along
the back.
The head and forelegs are
the
abdomen
green,
and hind legs being of
Fig. 7
Cucumber
Beetle.
a darker color.
Enlarged, (original.)
REMEDIES.
Many remedies have been tried with more or less success
in controlling this pest.
These may be spoken of under the
heads (1) strong odors, (2) applying poisons to the plant, (3)
mechanical barriers, and (4) hand picking.
Strong odors such as produced by various kinds of manure,
carbolic acid, kerosene, and bisulphide of carbon are of but little value in keeping the beetles away from the plants.
Poisoning the plants by means of arsenites, pyrethrum,
slug shot, and the various other poisons seems to have but little
effect upon the beetles.
They are poisoned by tobacco, however, with

considerable success.

quite freely to the hills,
it

it

If tobacco

dust

will be a protection to

is

applied

the vines, as

drives the beeves away.

There are various methods of protecting the vines by mechanical barriers.

Covering each

hili

with a square piece of
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cheese cloth, supported at one end or the center of the hill by
means of a strong wire or half barrel hoop, and holding the
sides of the cloth in place with dirt is an excellent method.

The

gj.uze will keep the beetles out effectually, and at the same
time give light, sunshine, and ventilation to the plants. The
gauze will do very well if placed over the hills without support.

If support is given

by means

of one or

two upright

sticks, the

gauze drawn tightly over them, and the sides of the cloth covered with

dirt, it will afford

a very simple protection from the

beetles.

Hand

the oldest method of dealing with these
method most universally used in this state.
The beetles first appear upon the elevated portions of the field,
and by picking them by hand at these portions of the field, the
other vines will be kept comparatively free. The vines should

beetles,

picking

and

is

is

the

be gone over on the elevated places every morning, and all
beetles killed by crushing, placing in kerosene, or other means.

Hand

picking

is

a tedious task

numerous, as they generally

are,

when

and

the beetles are at

for this

all

reason preference

given to excluding the beetles by cheese cloth or other gauze.
The same supports and cloth may be used for several years,
which makes this method of treatment very cheap.

is

1
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THE PEACH TREE BORER.
(Sannina

Thin insect

is

so

well

extiosa.)

known

Btate that but a brief description of

to

the

it is

fruit

growers

necessary.

ot the

The moths,

show ni nFigs.Sand 9, resemble small wasps, and as
as

,they fly only in the daytime,
^are

very often mistaken for

them and

this resemblance
undoubtedly afiords protec-

tion

from

mistaken
Fig.

8— Peach Tree BoRER-Female
Twice natural

size.

(After Weed.)

for

detection by
rious

insect-eating

The moths being

birds.

wasps, escape

and vawhich WOUld

birds

insectS

otherwise prey upon them.

The female moth
two sexes
species.

diff'er

is

much

larger than

the

male and the

so widely as to often be mistaken

The female

is

shown

in Fig. 8,

for different

and when the wings

about one and one-twelth inches across
is of a beautiful steel blue color
with an orange colored band about the abdomen.
The male moth, shown in Fig. 9, is smaller^ measuring
about an inch across the wings, which are more transparent
than those of the female, and are bordered with a narrow fringe
are spread measures

the wings.

of

The female m^th

brown
The moths

present almost

are found throughout the entire

constantly

summer,

from

The eggs

April until September.

bark
near the surface of the ground,
and, upon hatching, the young
are

laid

larvcc

in

bore

tack the

crevic(s

of the

into the tree

and

at-

inner bark of the trunk

and roots.
They reach maturit}^
and transform to the crysalids early
^
in the following summer.
Their
p^^^^j TREE^BoEER-Male.
presence is generally indicated by Twice natural size. (After weej.)
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gummy

exudations and saw-dust like chips at the foot of the

The moths come

tree.

forth throughout

the

summer and

There

females lay the eggs for another brood.

is

the

but one

brood a year, although the larvae in various stages of growth
may be found at all seasons.
REMEDIES.

The most satisfactory remedy for this pest is digging out or
worming" at least once a year.
Late in autumn or early
spring is the best time for this operation. The dirt is carefully
removed from the base of the tree and the worms taken out by
means of a knife. In this way the larvae can be destroyed
quite easily.

by means of hot water or
scraped away from the
base of the tree and the hot water poured upon the lower part
of the trunk.
This, although a good remedy, cannot well be
applied upon a large scale.
Another is to paint the affected parts with a little kerosene
by means of a small brush. Scrape the dirt from about the
attacked parts, and, after applying a small amount of the keroAnother method of treatment

hot soap suds.

A

little

of the

is

dirt is

sene with a paint brush, put the earth back in position.

The

earth will absorb any excess of the oil and thus the tree will not

A weak application of kerosene emulsion applied
same manner as the above is also efiective.
Still another remedy used with much success is by removing the dirt from around the base of the trunk and putting wood

be injured.
in the

ashes into the excavation thus formed.

If the

attacked parts

are exposed or nearly so, the lye from the ashes will

contact with the borer, causing
It is well to place a

mound

its

come

in

death.

of ashes or even of earth about

the base of the trunk in early summer.

This will prevent the

if any are laid the
dug out in the fall by removing the
mound. If ashes are used for this purpose they will give better results and act as a good fertilizer as well.

eggs from being laid to a large extent,
larvae can be

more

easily

and

.
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OX. WARBLE FLY.

THE

(Hypoderma
This

is

a pest which

is

the "warbles" or "wolves"

backs of

cattle.

19

hovis.)

known

well

the stock raisers,

to

being very often found upon the

The damage done by them

is

considerable,

causing a decrease of value of both the beef and hide.

The

hides of animals aflfectea sell for less than perfect hides,

and

the "licked beef," as

it is

called,

commands

a lower price than

that which is unaflfected.
The annual loss caused by the
warble on the cattle received at the Union Stock Yards at Chicago is estimated by the editors of Insect Life at $3,337,565.
In this state a large per cent, of the cattle are affected with the
wolves, and the loss caused by them is considerable.

DESCRIPTION AND LIFE HISTORY.

The

fly,

of

which the "wolves" are the

The body

Fig. 10.

is

larvse, is

shown

in

densely covered with hairs which gives
the fly a downy appearance. The

head

is

places

The

covered at
yellow hairs.

rather large,

with

fly is

lisjht

nearly three-fourths of

an inch long, and at the base of
..the abdomen is a ring of yellow
The downy appearance of
hairs.
^
the fly and the yellow colored ring
of the abdomen enable one to dis.

-Ox
Enlarged.

Warble Fly
(After Brauer)

tinguish

The

it

readily.

esfgs

are laid

by the

fe-

along the back of the animal, on both sides of the
spine, during the latter part of the summer, and young cattle
The flies are found
are attacked much more than others.

male

flies

throughout the entire summer and are especially abundant
Animals, when attacked by the fly,
during July and August.
are frantic in their efforts to avoid it, seeming to have an inMany claim that the eggs are
etinctive dread of its attack.
laid within the skin, Bupposing the piercing or stioging to be

20
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done by the
female

when the eggs are laid.
The
shown in Fig. 11, and, as is

fly

fly is

ovipositer of the

readily seen, has no sharp instrument with

which
skin.

it

would be possible

Upon

this

point Mr.

to

pierce the

Bracy Clark

wrote as early as 1815:

"We may also further observe that
there cannot be any very painful aff'ection,
as the fly has really no instrument fitted
for such a purpose, the female ovipositer
being a mere tube, made of flexible rnaterials, piece inserted in piece, exactly as in
a common telescope.
However it is possible on reaching the skin or cuticle of the<
beast, which is always highly sensitive in Fig. 11-Ovipositer
the hairy animals, that it might produce a
of Female Fly.
degree of uneasy tickling, which added to a,. from side; b, tip from
enlarged (after
the noise, and perhaps an instinctive fear, Ri'iey)^
always impressed upon them is altogether sufficient for the extraordinary alarm we see."
Upon

the hatching of the eggs, one of which is shown at a,
young larvae bore through the skin, and by

in Fig. 12, the

their

growth

produce

the prominent swellings

which

indicate

their

During the

presence.

autumn months the
"wolves" grow but litbut by the following
February they have
tle,

gro\vn

fourths

to

about three-

of an

inch

length and at this
Fig. 12.
full-grown larva; cpuparium; d, newly hatched larva: e, oval stigmata of larva— all enlarged (after Brauer)
a, egg; b,

.

animals

many

s

in

3ason

attacked show
large

along the back.

swellings

An

ex-

amination of these swellings will reveal the wolves within surrounded by a mass of curd-like matter which sometimes exudes
from the open mouth of the wounds when the larvse become
nearly full grown. The matured larva is shown at h in Fig. 12.
Early in the summer the wolves have become fuU ^rown^
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come from the wound

tail foremost, drop to the ground and
Here the transformabury themselves just below its surface.
tions are completed, the flies coming forth in about a month,
and, after mating, the eggs for another brood are laid.
REMEDIES.
This ijisect being a well known pest, many remedies have
These remedies
been brought forward for its destruction.
have for their object (1) the prevention of egg laying, and (2) the
killing of the wolves or larvae.
Of the first class, or preventive remedies, any substance of
a greasy or oily nature is good, but as the flies are present
nearly all summer the substance would have to be applied repeatedly.
Fish oil or lard oiVJ.s good to use for this purpose.
Of the second class, squeezing out the wolves in the spring
is the simplest, and may be easily done by pressing the swellIt the opening is too small
ing with the thumb and forefinger.
for the worms to pass through it can be slightly enlarged with
As every maggot produces a fly, and this
the point of a knife.

may lay many eggs, it becomes evident that the destruction
of every maggot will lessen the amount of damage in the following season. This is an easy remedy and if ail the stock
raisers of a neighborhood would practice it the damage would
be much lessened.
As the larva3 require air for breathing, if the openings into
the cells in which they live are closed, they will be killed and
The substances mentioned
the wound will soon heai over.
above as preventives are excellent for this purpose.
They
should be applied to the wounds by smearing them along the
fly

back.

Miss E. A. Ormerod, consulting Entomologist of the Royal
Agricultural Society, who has made a special study
sect in England, says in regard to remedier<:

of this in-

"Any thick greasy matter that will choke the breathing
pores of the maggot, or poison it by running down into the cell
into the wound in which it lies and feeds, will answer well; and
lard or :ancid butter with a little sulphur has also been found
Tar answers if carefully placed, so as to be absoto answer.
lutely on the hole into the warble."
The general nature

of the

wounds being the same, any

of

the remedies used for the screw-worm will probably be of benefit in the treatment of the warble fly.
Dr. Riley recommends
train oil very highly, and mercurial ointment has also been
highly recommended, but its use is not advised, as it is
«pt to be licked by other animals, causing mercurialism.

)
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THE PLUM CURCULIO.
(

This insect
"little

is

Conotrachelus nenuphar.

a well-nnown pest to all fruit growers, the

Turk" causing much annual

peaches, cherries and apples.

It is

loss to growers of plums,
an old enemy of the plum

grower, in some localities causing a total loss of that crop.
The curculio formerly did the greatest damage to plums, hence
the

name ''plum

cherries

it feeds also upon peaches,
upon apples has been but rebids fair to become a serious enemy to

curculio," but

and apples.

cently recognized, but

Its attack
it

the apple.

The life history of this insect
shown at c in Fig.13, lays its

is

beetle

plums in early June.
through the skin of the

made by means
of the

A

as

eggs

The mature

follows:

upon the newly formed

small cut

fruit is first

of jaws

end

at the

Into

proboscis or snout.

an egg is laid,which is pushA crescent
ed under the skin.
shaped slit is now made in front of
this cut

the hole containing the eggs,
to

so as

form a flap with the eggs near the

The

center.

shaped

slit

object of this crescent

seems to be

to

produce
^

a wilting of the fruit about the eggs

by which means the larva more
the

13— Plum

^-^^^
Cueculio.
»» larva; b, pupa; c, curculio; d
fruit.
showing crescent cut
(Al-

m

ter Riiey.)

easily eats

into

the centre ot

fruit.

The egg

and of an oblong-oval
examination of the puncture near the center of the crescent shaped cut.
In a few days the egg hatches into the footless larva shown
This resembles a maggot very much in color and form,
at a.
but is readily distinguished by its rounded light brown head.
It feeds upon and within the newly formed fruit, even boring
into the stone.
In about three weeks the larva is nearly full
form.

is

of a light pearl

It is readily seen

upon

color

close
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by
it
working
Here the larva
completes its growth, and, leaving the fruit which it has deIt goes two or three
stroyed, enters the ground for pupation.
forming
and,
a
smooth oval cavity,
surface,
the
below
inches
stage.
the
pupa
assumes
Within a few weeks the transThe pupa is shown at b.
completed,
and it makes its way to
formation to the beetle is
the
fall
and winter in secluded
the surface. The beetle passes
places and is found early the following season feeding upon the
The beetles are
buds and leaves of plum and other trees.
found throughout the entire season, the ones which lay the
eggs generally dying cut by the first ot August, and the newly
hatched beetles making their appearance during that month.
It is this brood
These eat into the late varieties of plums.
that are found upon apples and peaches late ia the season.
grown,

the

irritation

within causes the fruit to

The brownish-black

fall to

beetle

produced

the ground.

is

shown

at

c.

It is

about one-

fourth of an inch long and has a curved proboscis or snout which

The wing covers
bent under the body between the forelegs.
have ridges upon them, an i near the middle of the back are two
elevated portions, behind which are two small ochre-yellow
When shaken from the tree, the beetle folds its snout
spots.
and legs under the body, and, being of a brownish color, is
easily mistaken for a bud or small lump of earth.
FOOD HABITS.
This insect feeds upon the buds, leaves and fruit of the
plum. By its attack upon cherries it causes much loss. The
cherries do not, however, fall to the ground when stung by the
In this state the loss
curculio, as is the case with the plum.
caused by its attack upon peaches is as great as upon plums,
owing, no doubt, to the fact that peaches are more extensively
is

raised.

REMEDIES.
old
the

The remedy most generally used to destroy this pest is the
method of jarring the trees. A sheet is placed beneath
tree and by means of a padded mallet the tree is given a

This causes the curculios to fall upon the
sheet, from which they can be gathered and destroyed, by
means of crushing, burning, or placing in kerosene oil.
The

Bha:p, quick blow.
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should be done early in the morning or late in the
is a good time, as the curculio is most active
at night, spending the day concealed in the grass and chips at
larring

evening

—twilight

A good jarring sheet is made in the form
an inverted umbrella, placed upon a wheelbarrow, with a
slit in the side opposite the handle large enough to admit the
trunk of the tree. By means of such an apparatus ihe jarring
method is very cheap.
the foot of the tree.

of

The jarring should be begun as soon as the fruit is set, or
even before. If many curculio are found at the first jarring
it should be repeated the next day or within a few days.
If no
curculio aie found, the trees need not be jarred for a few days,
but if found in numbers the operation should be repeated daily
as long as the little turk is found.

The mallet used

in jarring should be

as not to injure the bark of the tree.

padded

Often

it

at

one end so

will be a

good

plan to saw off a limb near the trunk and strike the tree a blow
on the stump of the limb. If a large spike is driven into the

trunk of the

tree, the

padded mallet

blow

may

be given upon this and thus a

will not be necessary.

POISONING WITH ARSENITES.

For many years it was supposed that this insect could not
be destroyed by means of a poisonous solution similar to that
used against the codling moth as described elsewhere in this
bulletin.
In the case of the codling moth the worm is hatched
upon the outside of the newly formed fruit, and the young
The eggs
larva is killed by the poison as it eats into the fruit.
of the curculio being laid within the fruit and' the larva feeding

entirely within

it,

that produce the
of the tree.

If,

London purple

by poison
But the beetles which lay the eggs
feed both upon the leaves and fruit

the curculio cannot be reached

while in the larval form.
larvae,

then, the trees are sprayed with Paris green or
at or before the

time of the laying of the eggs,

the beetles will be killed and the fruit will not be stung.

Experiments conducted by Dr. Clarence M. Weed at the
Ohio Experiment Station throughout the past three years show
that the curculio can be easily kept in check by this means.
The experiments were conducted in several large orchards and
resulted in the saving of nearly the entire crop.

The

trees
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should be sprayed with Paris green or London purple in the
proporiion of one pound of the arsenite to 200 gallons of water.

The

first

spraying should be done as soon as the fruit

is set

and

In general three or
even two sprayings are all that are necessary, but if a rain follows a spraying the operation should be repeated. The spraying should not be done while the trees are in blossom, as it
would kill the bees that visit the flowers. A good plan is to
spray once before the blossoms are out, with two or three
sprayings after the blossoms have fallen. By spraying just
before the blossoms are out, the cuiculio which are then teeding upon the leaves and buds will be destroyed before any of
the plums have been stung.
This plan has proved successful upon a large scale, but
where only a few trees of a neighborhood are to be treated the
repeated at intervals of five or

isix

days.

method is recommended. The curculio attack cannot
be prevented by spraying where a few tre'fes are treated, as success with this remedy lies in killing all the curculio in an
orchard or neighborhood, as the weevils would go from nonsprayed trees to those which had been sprayed, and thus no
beneficial results would be noticed.
Experiments conducted at the Michigan Experiment Station by Prof. A. J. Cook seem to indicate that jarring ''is the
surest, cheapest, and best method to banish the curculio.''
Prot. Cook's experiments with spraying however were con-

jarring

duct<^.d

on a small scale by treating but a few trees in an orchard,
number of trees untreated. The experiments

leaving the larger

were unsuccessful
the

curculio

sprayed

trees.

for the reason,

could

easily

Success

go

as

already explained, that

from

the

nonsprayed

with spraying for the curculio

to the
lies in

trees of an orchard, or better still, a whole
neighborhood.
Spraying with arsenites is successful on the plum or cherry
trees, and the question naturally arises as to whether it would
There is danger of injury
be equally successful on the peach.

treating all the

to the foliage if a Paris

green or London purple mixture

plied in too strong a proportion.

Some

trees

show

is

ap-

this injury

For plum, cherry, and apple trees, one
more than others.
pound of the arsenite to 200 gallon3 of water is about the right
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proportion.

But the peach

foliage is

much more

injury than other trees, and for this reason

should be used.

susceptible to

a weaker mixture

As London purple causes more injury

to the

should be used in
spraying peach trees. The proportion which should be used
The leaves of the
is about one pound to 300 gallons of water.
peach are not so susceptible to injury while young and in a
In apwaxy condition, as when the leaves are more mature.
plying the poison care should be taken not to have it lodge upon any portion of the tree more than others, or in other words
to have the poison evenly distributed.
In just what proportion the mixture should be applied to
foliage than Paris

green,

only

the latter

the peach, and when best to apply, are questions which have
not as yet been definitely settled. This will be one of the lines
of investigation at this Station the

coming season.

.
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THE CODLING MOTH.
(

Carpocapsa pomonella. )

The Codling moth
rious pest with which

or apple

worm

careful estimate of the loss caused

amounts

to

four

is

perhaps the most

the fruit grower has

and

by

to

contend.

se-

A

this insect in Illinois alone

three-quarters

millions

($4,750,000) per

of

dollars

annum.

this state the loss is

In

proba-

bly as great in proportion to
the apples grown.
ling

moth

is

The

cod-

of foreign origin,

having been introduced into
this country early in the
present century,
quite

generally

and

is

now

distributed

throughout Ihe United States.

Although the loss caused by
this insect is very great, a
large percent of this loss can
Fig. 14- -Codling

Moth.

apple showinff injury; d, pupa;
and g, moth, (after Riley)

a,
f,

be prevented by
lai^va;

^-^j^ Paris

spraying

green or London

purple, as described below.

The codling moth, which is shown at g in Fig. 14, is of a
brownish gray color, measuring about one-half inch across its
outspread wings.
The forewmgs bear a prominent copper
colored spot near the margin, which is a characteristic mark
by which it is readily distinguished from other moths of a similar size and form.
The moth is seldom seen, as it flies only
at night and is not attracted by light, but may often be found
upon the windows of cellars in which apples have been kept.
The larva is too well known to need description.
It is
shown at e in Fig. 14.
The eggs which produce the larva) are laid by the mature
moth in the calyx end of the newly formed apple about the
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blos&oms fall from the tree.
The young larvae hatch
within a few days and bore into the core of the fruit.
Here
they eat in and around the core, reaching full growth in about
timft the

The

larvae working within will generally cause
and they then bore to the outside and seek
a place in which to pupate.
A suitable place having been
found in the crevices of the bark, or under chips at the foot of
the tree, the larvae spin a silken covering around themselves
within which they cast their larval skin becoming pupae, as

four weeks.

the apple to

shown

fall,

at d.

The pupation period

lasts

about a week during

which the insect changes from a worm to ^ moth. This change
being completed, the moths come forth and, after mating, the
eggs for the second brood are laid.

The transformations

second brood are similar to
those of the first, the larvae maturing at about the time the
apples are gatDered in autumn.
The larvae pupate as before,
or are still within the apples when gathered.
Pupation proper
however does not take place until the following spring as the
larvae remain as such within their cocoons during the winter.
Those which are gathered with the apples lorm their cocoons
in the crevices of the barrels and an examination of old apple
barrels will often reveal many empty pupa cases from which
the moths have escaped.
of the

REMEDIES.

Knowing the life history of an insect will enable one to
tell in what stage of development it can best be destroyed.
"Strike the enemy at its weakest point" is a good rule to go by
in fighting insect pests as well as in war.
As already stated
this insect

was

first

introduced into this country

early in the

remedies have
been tried with varying success.
The older remedies have to
a large extent been found wanting, and indeed any remedy
which has been or may be brought forward in fighting this or
any other insect will be found wanting unless it is practiced
over large areaS:
It is only a united efiort on the part of the
fruit growers in any locality that will cause the exterminapresent century, and ever since then various

any other insect.
were within the apples when gathered a
good remedy would be to crush the insects during the winter

tion of this or

If all the larvae

,

.
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while within the cocoons, or keeping the windows of the cellars

which the apples have been stored closed during the spring
months to prevent the escape of the moths.
But as only a
small per cent of the moths can be destroyed in this manner
But when the large number
this remedy alone is inefiectual.
of eggs laid by a single female is considered it is evident that
this remedy should be practiced as well as the method given
in

below

— that

of spraying.

SPRAYING V»ITH ARSENITES.
In reviewing the

life

moth it was
end of the newly formed

history of the

stated (1) the eggs are laid in the calyx

codling

apple, and (2) as soon as the eggs hatch the larvae eat into .he
If, then, a poison can be applied to the trees so that a
fruit.

may land in the calyx of the apple about the
time of the hatching of the larvae
they will be killed by parsmall particle

,

taking of the poison.

This

trees with Paris green or

is

the philosophy of spraying the

London purple

This method of treatment was brought forward more than
ten years ago and since then many experiments have been
made to determine the beat manner of applying the poison,
per cent of fruit saved, and the cost and

safety

of treatment.

These experiments, as well as the ten years experience of fruit
growers have all shown the practicability of spraying. When
this method was first brought forward, it was practiced by but
few, but the remedy has proved so successful that faith in it
has ever been on the increase until now it is practiced by
nearly all the more successful fruit growers.
Dr. Lintner has
well said ''a force pump should as uniformly be found upon
every farm as a plow."

Paris
ter in the

METHOD OF TREATMENT.
green or London purple should be mixed with waproportion of one pound of the arsenite to 200 gallons

o^ water, or four ounces arsenite to fifty gallons ot water.
first

By

ntixing the arsenite with a little water to the constituency

of paste

it

will

Then by means

more readily mix with
of a force

pump

a large

amount

of water.

thoroughly apply the mixture

The trees
blossoms have fallen.
should not be sprayed before the blosFoms have fallen as the

to the trees just after the
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poison would kill the bees which visit the flowers.

The

ing should be done in a

application

thorough

manner,

the

spray-

made upon all parts of the tree, and applied in a fine spray
When the spraying is
and with as much force as possible.
done in this manner a small amount of the poison will land
within the calyx of each ayple, and as the young worm eats
toward the core it will be killed by eating a small particle of

A

second application should be made in about
if it rains soon after the first apspraying
should
the
be repeated. At the first sprayplication,
ing it is well to let the spray come from above as much as
possible but by the time the second application is needed the
calyx end of the apple will have turned down, and the application can be more direct.
For spraying, Paris greeri is preferable to London purple.
The latter is much cheaper but is more liable to injure the
foliage.
While spraying, care should be taken that a large
amount of the poison is not applied to any part of the tree, as
the poison.

two weeks

after the first, or,

this will cause the leaves to scorch.

If the

mixture

well stirred and applied in the proper proportion

The second

will not be injured.

the proportion of one

pound

may be made

application

in

of arsenite to 250 gallons of water.

No danger may be apprehended from
grass under the trees, as the

kept

is

the leaves

amount

stock feeding

of the poison

is

upon the
so slight

that the stock will not be injured.

BENEFIT DERIVED.

A

large

number

of experiments have been

mine tha per cent of

loss prevented

of these experiments all

show a

made to
The

by spraying.

deter-

result

large per cent of benefit.

As

a rule, spraying will result in the saving of at least seventy-five

ner cent of

wormy

fruit.

When

three

applications are

made

the per cant of benefit will be even greater.

Spraying
ling moth.

injury and

is

the best

remedy

It will protect a
if all fruit

sons, this great

exterminated.

to prevent injury by the codvery large per cent of fruit from

growers would practice

enemy

ot fruit

culture

it

for a

few sea-

would be practically
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INSECTICIDES.

—

There are many insecticides or substances used to destroy
which are now in common use; some of the important
of which are as follows:
Paris Green is an arsenite of copper and contains about

insects

—

fifty- five

variable.

per cent of arsenic, but the proportion is somewhat
This substance was first used for destroying the

but Is now used to destroy any other insects
which eat foliage.
It retails at about twenty-five cents per
pound, but when bought in quantity may be had much cheaper.
It may be applied either in liquid or dry form.
When used
as a liquid it should be mixed with water and applied by means
potato beetle,

pump.
wiJ be necessary

As it is practically insoluble in water, care
making the mixture and in keeping it well

of a force

in

poison may not settle at
In mixing either Paris green or London purple

stirred while using, in order that the

the bottom.
it is

then

better to

when

the poison

to dilute as

form a thick paste, and
thoroughly wet, add sufficient water

add only enough water

may

is

to

be desired.

The proper proportion to be used varies with the plants
which the liquid is to be applied. For spraying apple, pear,
plum, and cherry trees, one pound of Paris green to 200 gallons
of water should be used, though when the foliage is young and
in a waxy condition a stronger mixture can be used than upon
older foliage.
When used upon peach foliage the proper proto

portion

is

about one pound to 250 gallons of water for the first
pound to 300 gallons for a second appli-

application and one
cation.

When mixed

with water, Paris green

cation for codling moth, curculio, fall

is

an excellent appli-

web-worm, potato

beetle,

and various other leaf-eating insects.
Paris green may also be used advantageously in a dry form
either alone or mixed with flour.
In the dry form it is the
best application for the cotton leaf worm.
It is easily applied
pure by being sifted through bags placed at the ends of a long

leaf rollers,

,
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pole as described in Bulletin No. 12 ol this Station, or

with flour and applied
*

when

if

mixed

the leaves are wet with dew,

the

'Roach Poison Distributor" will be found a satisfactory ma-

chine.

London Purple is an arsenite of lime.
Being a waste
product in the manufacture of analine dyes it is very cheap,
being sold at less than one-half the price of Paris green.
It
contains a smaller per cent of arsenic than does Paris green,
but for many purposes is equally good. It is used in the same
manner and for the same purposes as Paris green.
Many prefer it to

the latter because of

liable to cause injury to foliage

its
it

cheapness, but as it is more
should not be used upon ten-

der plants, nor upon peach trees.

Tobacco

used with much
made by pouring

is

coction can be

success in

some

four gallons

cases.

of boiling

A

de-

water

on one pound of leaves and straining when cold, after which it
Tobacco is especially effecapplied by means of a pump.
tive in destroying lice upon cattle and poultry.
Kerosene Emulsion. Next to Paris green and London
Kerosene destroys
purple this is the most useful insecticide.
any insect life with which it may come in contact, but as it will
also destroy foliage when used pure, it must be diluted to make
is

—

it

a practical insecticide.

The method of preparing the emulsion now most in use is
One quart of soft soap or one-fourth pound hard
As soon as
soap is mixed with two quarts of boiling water.

as follows:

one pint of kerosene
is dissolved and while still hot,
poured into the mixture and the whole thoroughly stirred
It can then be placed in bottles and
until permanently mixed.
When used it can be diluted with
kept for use at any time.
water to any strength desired, one part of the emulsion to
twelve or fifteen parts water being the usual strength, and
when used in this strength the emulsion will not injure the
This is
foliage and will destroy any insects which it touches.
an effective remedy for plant lice, bark lice, tarnished plant
bug, and many other insects which suck the juices rather than
the soap

oil is

eat the foliage.

White heleboreIs
sects either

a vegetable poison which destroys in-

by being eaten

or

by coming

in

contact with the
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It can be used very efifectively to destroy caterpillars
can be applied directly upon them.
It is used as a
powder or mixed with water and applied with a force pump.
One ounce of hellebore to two gallons water is the proper proportion for use when applied as a liquid.

insects.

when

it

made by powdering the leaves and flowers
it takes its
name and is often called
''Persian Insect Powder."
The pyrethrum can

Pyrethrum

of the plant from

"Buhach"

or

is

which

be obtained at the drug stores, and in purchasing care should
be taken to secure a fresh article as it soon loses its strength
when exposed to air, and for this reason should be kept in
closed bottles.

The pyrethrum may be used

in

with water in the same proportion

the
as

form or mixed
one ounce
used in a dry form

dry

hellebore

—

two gallons of water.
When
it is best applied by means of a small hand bellows.
This is a good remedy for the cabbage worm, there being
no danger from its use as it kills by contact with the worms and
Pyrethrum is also an excellent
is perfectly harmless to man.
agent to destroy house flies. If dusted about a closed room at
nigh^, the flies may be swept up and burned the next morning.
This is a volatile liquid the
Bisulphide of Carbon.
It is an
fumes of which are very destructive to animal life.
explosive substance and for this reason should be used with
care.
If kept away from a fire however it can be used with
comparative safety.
It is used to destroy ants wUh much success.
A hole is
made in the hill by means of a round stick or crowbar and a
small quantity of the bisulphide is poured into it.
The hole
is then filled by pressing the earth around it and as the fumes

pyrethrum

to

of the bisulphide penetrate the hill, the ants will be

efi*ectually

dtfilroyed.
It is also

very

eff'ectually

used in destroying grain weevils.

put into the centre of the bin by means of a tube, the
fumes will soon destroy all grain insects or weevils which may
be within the bin.
If

il is
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SPRAYING MACHINERY.
decade the varicus methods of combating
almost entirely
changed by the introduction of new apparatus by which insecticides may be applied, and many improvements in this reThe introduction of new inspect are being made each year.

During the

last

the attacks of injurious insects have been

and improved spraymachinery has fully kept

secticides

ing

pace with the increase of our
injurious insects.

There

pumps now
best of which are mentioned below.

stood that those
as there are

many

article will not

spoken of

are

are

many

in use,

force

some of the

should not be undei-

It

only ones

the

of

value,

other excellent pumps, but the limits of this

permit of their mention.

It

will

pay

all

per-

sons interested in
fruit

growing

to

send lor catalogues
of the

various

pumps, as most of
them contain much

The addresses of some of
Nixon Nozzle and Machine
Lockport, N. Y., P.
Co., Dayton, 0., Field Force Pump Co
C. Lewis, Catskill, N. Y., Goulds Manufacturing Co., Seneca
information in regard to spraying.
the manufacturers are as follows:

,

Falls, N. Y.,

Iron Works,

Rumsey &

Co.,

Seneca Falls, N. Y., Lansing
Superior Machine Co.,

SpringThos. W oodason, 451 E.
Cambria St., Philadelphia, Pa., and Albinson & Trusheim,
2026 14th St., Washington, D. C.
The essentials of a ^ood jjump are durability, cheapness,
It should
and the force with which it will throw a spray.
have a discharge hose which will pump part of the mixture back
into the reservoir, thus keeping the mixture stirred constfintl^.
field,

O.,

Lansing, Mich.,

Wm.

Stahl, Quincy,

111.,
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it

not corrode.

will

For spraying a few trees or a small orchard the knapsack
pumps or small nand pumps are excellent, but where the

Fig. 17.

spraying

is to

will be the

be done on a large ^scale the larger

pumps

field

most economical.

To apply dry powders such

as pyrethrura,

a small

hand

very convenient. Fig. 15 represents a small bellows
manufactured by Thos. Woodason, Philadelphia.
It is very
bellows

good

for

is

applying powder in small quantities,

Fig. 16 represents a larger bellows

which

and

sells for $1.

sell for $2.

The "Roach Poison Distributor" shown

in

Fig. 17

is

an

excellent machine for applying dry powders over a large area.
It is especially

valuable in

the

treatment of the cotton leaf

36
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worm, and

is manufactured by J. P. Roach, Vicksburg,
Miss.
smaller and cheaper machine is the ''Mudd Paris Green
Distributor/' shown in Fig. 18, which is manufactured by J
W. Mudd, Vicksburg, Miss.

A

Fig. 18.

The Knapsack pump shown is Fig. 19 is an excellent machine.
This is made of copper and brass and has a reservoir
This pump, the
holding six gallons.
price of which

Field Force

is

Pump

is

Co.

When

strapped to the back
convenient.
is

sold

$14,

and

by the
used
is

it

very

The 'Galloway Sprayer," made by
*

&

Trusheim, is very simithe above ands ells at the same
price.
Both these machines are furnished with the **Vermorel" nozzle.
The "Eureka," manufactured byj
Weaber, Vineland, N. J., isi
a knapsack pump very similar to the
Fig. 19^
above, which has been used with success at this Station and
Albinson

lar to

>

Adam

sells^for $21.

Fig. 20.

A

convenient sprayer for garden plants

is

the

one shown
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by Thos. Woodason

bellows to which

is

for $2.
It coqsists of a
attached a tin cup for holding the liquid to

The

be sprayed.

air pass-

through a tube which
draws the liquid, from the
cup and scatters it in a fine,
es

mist-like spray.

A

pump

is

shown

in

sold

by

good hand

the "Aquaject,"
Fig. 21, which

is

Rumsey &

Co.

Tliis

pump, the

catalogue price

which

$9, is very use-

of

ful for

is

spraying shrubbery

and'small

trees,'] and is fur-

nished with three feet suction

and

three

feet

dis-

charge hose.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

The

'*Lewis Combination Force

Pump"

is shown in Fig. 22 and
manufactured by P. C. Lewis,
Catskill, N. Y.
It sells for $5.50.
For spraying on a small scale it is
is

excellent.

shows the "Perfecmanufactured by
the Field Force Pump Co.
This may be attached
Fig.

tion"

23

pump

containing the poison to be used.

The pump has an

to a barrel

extra dis-
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charge hose by which the poison

The

pump

price of the

is

kept constantly

(without barrel)

is

$12.

The Goulds
ManufacturCo.

ing

a good

^

sell,?

pump^

similar to thei

Fig. 24.

This

above.

lathe*' Doub-

le Acting
Spray Pump,*' shown in
It may be fitted
Fig. 24.
to either the top or side of

a barrel and has two dis-

charge hose, or it may be
fitted with a gas pipe dis-

charge for spraying several

rows

of

shown

in

low

plants

Fig.

25.

price of this

pump

as

The
is

$14.

The **Maud S" pump
shown in Fig. 26 is manufactured

by

Lansing

the

Iron Works, LansingjMich.

This is an excellent pump,
being furnished with a discharge pipe or agitator,
which keeps the poison
This pump,

well stirred.

with

five

feet

hose, sells

for $12.

Fig. 27 represents the

**Climax

which

pump,
$15, made

Tripod"

sells

for

Fig. 26.

stirred,
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The "Little Giant," made by
Nixon Machine Co.
Company, is shown in Fig. 28 and sells for $35.
The latter has been in use at this Station for sometime and
by

the

the Fame

Fig. 27.

gives

pump

For use in the orchard
complete satisfaction.
is taken ofi the wheels and placed in a wagon.

the

Fig. 28.

SPRAYING NOZZLES.
There are many forms of spray nozzles now in use. A
good nozzle should throw either a solid stream or a mist-like
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spray.

It

should not interfere with theforce of the stream.

The '^Climax"
factured

nozzle is shown
by the Nixon Machine Co.

and

in Fig. 29

is

The advantage
nozzle

is

that

manuol

this

it

will

throw a stream a con-

N02

siderable distance.

spray

is

The

obtained by

discharging the liquid

through a small hole,
showh in No. 2, agamst
a wire netting shown
at

Pump

upper end of

the

The "Boss" nczzle
and the "Graduating
Spray" nozzle are made
by the Field Force
Co. The latter will throw

either a solid stream or a spray

of

any fineness desired.

The
shown in

"Vermorel"
Fig.

30

is

nozzle

probably

spray nozzle.
This is for sale by the Field
Force Pump Co. and by Albinson
the

best

general

& Trusheim

and

sells for $2.

The knapsack

pumps

furnished with this nozzle.

are

llie

Entomologist of the Experiment Station will he glad

ceive specimens of injurious

Correspondents will receive prompt
given when practicable.

attention,

Insects should

he

and remedies

sent

by mail

pasteboard, wood, or tin boxes to prevent crushing
cotton, jarring will he

be broken.

yond

pi evented,

and thus

and damage done

time.
will he

in strong

in

the insects are not apt to

in regard to

crushed be-

where found, food,

Where worms, grubs, or
aid in identification.
some leaves of the plant upon which they were

will

caterpillars are sent,

found should

Any information

to re-

When packed

Insects sent in letters are almost invariably

identification.

any

insects for identification at

be enclosed
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